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The new VBER and Guidelines are here to
stay until 2034. Are you ready for this
change? Check out below the key changes to
the current rules to better understand how
the new VBER affects your day to day
business.
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VBER – until 1 June

New VBER - As of 1 June
Resale Price Maintenance (RPM)

Example: “Rock and Dog” is a manufacturer of bike helmets for dogs that restricts the ability of his distributors to independently set their retail price (RPM). First,
Rock and Dog gives to one distributor significant transportation discounts only when the distributor complies with the price level indicated by Rock and Dog (indirect
RPM). Then, Rock and Dog obliges another distributor to sell the expensive line of helmets at a fixed price or, in the alternative, at a price above a certain minimum
level (direct RPM).



RPM does not benefit from the VBER’s safe harbor.



There is not much clarity on the imposition of minimum advertised
prices (MAPs) or RPM in the context of fulfillment contracts:



The key principles for RPM remain largely unchanged.



The new Guidelines provide helpful clarifications, among others, on the
scope and limits of RPM within the context of MAPS and fulfilment
contracts:

-

Can Rock and Dog prohibit its distributors from advertising
prices below a price level set by Rock and Dog?

-

-

Can Rock and Dog engage in RPM if Rock and Dog agrees with a
dog hotel chain to supply them with dog accessories by using a
third party buyer (who is not an agent) who will first buy the
accessories from Rock and Dog and then deliver them to the
hotel?

MAP is also a form of RPM and it can be justified only if it aims to
prevent the distributor from regularly selling below wholesale
price. Hence, MAP must target that particular distributor and
should not be imposed on all of the supplier’s distributors.

-

The supplier can fix the retail price at which the third party buyer
will deliver the products to the end user, as long as the end user
has waived its right to choose the party that will deliver the
product.
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Dual pricing

Example: “Queen of the Dust” is manufacturer of sophisticated cleaning robots for professional use and charges different wholesale prices when its robots are sold
online than when its robots are sold offline.



Dual pricing does not benefit from the VBER but only from the
individual exemption under 101 (3) TFEU.



Dual pricing may benefit from the VBER under certain conditions (e.g. in
order to incentivize investment)!



For example, Queen of Dust could be only justified under 101.3 TFEU
for charging higher prices for online channels if these channels entail
higher costs for Queen of Dust.



Most importantly, the price differences should reflect the differences in
the costs incurred by each channel.



Despite the different approach, the core rule of dual pricing remains
unchanged: If the aim behind dual pricing is to practically restrict online
sales to a certain territory or group of customers, then this practice will
still be considered as anticompetitive.

This would be the case, if for example the physical shops would also
offer to the end customers a two hour training on how to use the robot
that would, in turn, decrease the instances of malfunction of the robot
due to poor handling, that would lead to limited repair claims, which
would finally translate into less cost for Queen of Dust.

Online marketplaces/Online sales/Price comparison sites

Example: “Born to shine” is a producer of customized baby toys who is not keen on allowing its retailers to use online channels to sell the products. Born to shine:
-

Does not allow its retailers to feature on online marketplaces i.e., sites connecting consumers on the one side with several products on the other side with a
view to enabling direct purchases , such as Amazon).
Does not allow some of its retailers to appear in price comparison sites, i.e. services that direct customers to the online store of the retailer, enabling the
initiation of a direct transaction between the customer and the retailer outside the price comparison service and requests other retailers to seek Born to
Shine’s approval each time they would like their brand to appear on price comparison sites.
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Marketplace use
- There is no explicit provision on the ban of marketplace.

-



The current Guidelines somehow suggest that it would be
exempted under the VBER if the supplier requires its buyers to
use their own electronic shop rather than to sell the supplier’s
products via online marketplaces.

Price comparison sites
- Neither the VBER nor the Guidelines address the issue of price
comparison service restrictions.



New article 4 (c) provides a reference point in relation to online
restrictions in general: it includes in the list of the hardcore restrictions
the “prevention of the effective use of the internet”. This is relevant to
any distribution system (selective, exclusive or open distribution).



The new Guidelines provide several examples regarding online sales
conditions still benefiting and not benefiting from the safe harbor.



Marketplace bans:

-

-

Direct or indirect marketplace bans (not limited to selective
distribution or luxury goods”) can benefit from the VBER
provided that
the agreement does not, directly or indirectly, have the object of
preventing the effective use of the internet by the buyer to sell
the contract goods or services to particular territories or
customers,

By way of example, a ban of sales on online marketplaces, in principle,
benefits from the VBER if the buyer may still sell the contract goods or
services via its own online store and other online channels and use
search engine optimization techniques or online advertisement.



Price comparison tools

-

The ban on the use of price comparison services as an entire
online advertising channel is a hardcore restriction as it hinders
the distributor from selling to customers who are located outside
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its area of activity and who wish to make online purchases.

-

Mere restrictions on the use of price comparison services based
on the quality requirements can benefit from the new VBER.

-

The ban on the use of particular price comparison services
should be assessed on a case by case basis: it generally benefits
from the VBER unless it has as its object the prevention of the
effective use of the internet to particular territories or
customers.

However, prohibiting the use of the most widely used advertising
services in the particular online advertising channel may amount
to a hardcore restriction, if the remaining services in that
advertising channel are de facto not capable of attracting
customers to the buyer’s online store.

-

Finally, in the context of selective distribution agreements, a
prohibition to use price comparison services is unlikely to qualify
as a purely qualitative selection criterion.

Definition of active and passive sales to end users
Example:
“Wireless pony” is a retailer based of power banks located in Ireland.
-

Wireless pony operates a website. Is it a form of active or passive sales?
If the website of Wireless pony has a top-level domain ”it.”, does Wireless pony engage in active or passive selling in Italy?
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“Active sales” refers to a targeted approach towards a particular
customer group or territory. This definition did not address many forms
of online sales that became relevant over the years.



“Passive sales” refers to sales in response to unsolicited requests from
individual customers without having initiated the sales by means of
active targeting of such customers.



The definition of active sales has been updated, including indicatively,
offering language options on a website different than the ones
commonly used in the territory, communication via online media, price
comparison tools, and advertisement on search engines targeting
customers in specific territories or specific customer groups.



Passive sales restrictions are still prohibited. The new definition of
passive sales clarifies that it concerns responding to unsolicited requests
without having initiated the sale through advertising actively targeting
the customer group or territory. This would be the case, for example, the
mere fact of operating a website.

Parity obligations
Example: “Ratatouille” is an online retail platform for online recipe books. Ratatouille requires that:


The book publishers do not sell their books to any other retailer at a lower price than the price charged to Ratatouille and also do not sell the books on their
own website at a price lower than the price charged by Ratatouille (wide parity clause); or
The book publishers do not sell the books on their own website at a price lower than the price charged by Ratatouille (narrow parity clause).

Wide parity clauses do not benefit from the block exemption and will
have to be assessed individually under Article 101 TFEU



The new VBER continues to exempt all other parity obligations, including
narrow parity clauses.



However, the new rules state that the benefit of the block exemption is
likely to be withdrawn if online platforms impose narrow retail parity
obligations to a significant share of users and there is no evidence of
efficiencies.

Dual Distribution
Example: “Beluga” is a Norwegian manufacturer of handmade kayaks. Beluga sells its kayaks directly but also via independent retailers (dual distribution): Beluga
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has many retail shops in Oslo, but also supplies many retailers with its kayaks across Norway.
Beluga is a very successful brand and would like to expand. It would like to distribute its kayaks in Croatia and Greece. In Croatia Beluga has a subsidiary under the
name “The Big Wave” which will import the kayaks. However, Beluga is not active in Greece via any subsidiary, so it will enter into an agreement with an
independent importer, called “Pearl of the Aegean”. The Big Wave and The Pearl of the Aegean have set up a selective distribution system in Croatia and Greece
respectively and will also sell the kayaks directly to large customers (some marine adventure parks that want to add kayak services in their portfolio).


Article 2 (4) provides that dual distribution shall benefit from the VBER,
despite the general rule that the VBER does not apply to vertical
agreements entered between competitors.



The Article 2(4) (a) exception applies only when the supplier is both
manufacturer and distributor. Importers and wholesalers who are not
manufacturers cannot benefit from the block exemption when they
compete with their independent distributors on the downstream
market.

In the example at hand, The Big Wave benefits from the VBER vis-a-vis
its agreements with its distributors (it is a manufacturer – via Beluga –
and a distributor). On the other hand the agreements between The
Pearl of the Aegean and its distributors do not fall within the scope of
the VBER (as it is not a manufacturer – distributor, but only an importer
– distributor).



The scope of the Article 2(4)(a) exemption is expanded to also importers
and wholesalers so that it also covers vertical agreements between
competitors where the supplier sells the contract goods at several levels
of trade, namely
- at the upstream level as a manufacturer, importer or wholesaler
and at the downstream level as an importer, wholesaler or
retailer;
- whereas the buyer sells the contract goods at a downstream
level, namely as an importer, wholesaler or retailer, and is not a
competing.



The new Guidelines bring light to a grey area, which is the information
exchange allowed within the context of a dual distribution agreement:



Information exchange is covered by the safe harbour if it is directly
related to the implementation of the vertical agreement, or it is
necessary to improve the production or distribution of the contract
goods or services.



There is an indicative list with examples of exchanges that could or could
not be deemed necessary to improve the production or distribution of
the contract goods or services by the parties.

Non-compete
Example: A distributor of electric bikes of the brand “Roadrunner” is not allowed to purchase/sell/resell other electric bikes of competing brands (single branding
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obligation) or the distributor has to purchase at least 80% of his requirements from the “ Roadrunner” supplier (80% rule).


Non-compete obligations (both single branding and the 80%-rule)
benefit from an automatic exemption if they do not exceed five years.



Non-competition obligations are still block exempted if their duration is
up to five years.



This practically means that the non-compete obligation is not exempted
if it:



However, non-compete obligations that are tacitly renewable beyond a
period of five years can benefit from the new VBER; as long as the buyer
can effectively renegotiate or terminate with a reasonable period of
notice and at a reasonable cost.

-

-

applies for more than five years (either there is a non-compete
clause of an indefinite period of time or of a fixed term
exceeding five years);
is tacitly renewable beyond a period of five years.

Agency agreements
Example: A distributor who used to distribute clothing enters to an agreement with the pie brand “All in the Pies”. All in the Pies will cover the investment of the
distributor to adapt its trucks for the safe distribution of pies, will then finance the distribution of the pies and the stocking space for the pies that are not sold yet. If
the pies are not sold after all within two days – All in the Pies will take the products back. The distributor has no ownership over the pies but distributes them on
behalf of All in the Pies (no risk born by the distributor – genuine agency agreement).


Genuine agency agreements fall outside the scope of Article 101 (1)
TFEU.



The current VBER maintains the agency test and provides more clarity
and guidance as to what constitutes a genuine agency agreement.



To be considered as a genuine agent you need to pass the “agency test”
which is a test based on the level of risk. In other words, you have no
ownership of the distributed goods and you have to prove you bear no
or insignificant risks of the following three risk types:



By way of example, the new guidelines:
- Explicitly clarify that online intermediation services (OIS) cannot
be considered as qualifying as agents as OISs generally act as
independent economic operators.

-

contract specific risks;
risks related to market-specific investments;
risks related to other activities undertaken in the same product
market.

-

Acknowledge that the temporary acquisition of ownership of the
contract goods by the agent may be needed and if this happens
for a very short period of time, the agreement is still considered
an agency agreement for the purposes of competition law.
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Selective Distribution systems
Example: “Pingou-In” is a manufacturer of smart touch screen fridges operating in Spain. Pingou-In has set up a selective distribution system for the Spanish
territory. That means that Pingou-In sells the fridges only to specific distributors selected on the basis of specified criteria (retailers of household equipment that sell
luxury brands with a focus on high tech) and these distributors undertake not to sell the fridges to unauthorized distributors within Spain.

Recently, Pingou-In expanded also in Italy, where it appointed one exclusive distributor for its fridges to test the market. (Coexistence of selective and exclusive in
different territories)


Under the VBER, the supplier must, in the territory where it operates
selective distribution, prohibit its authorized distributors from selling to
unauthorized dealers.



Selective distributors are not protected against active or passive sales
by (exclusive) distributors located outside the selective territory into
the selective territory.



Selective distributors can sell to all end –users without limitation, it
resus however from the Guidelines that they cannot actively sell within
an exclusive territory.



the new Vertical Guidelines explain that a selective distribution system
may benefit from the block exemption regardless of the nature of the
product concerned, the nature of the selection criteria, and whether
these are published.



Enhanced protection of selective systems and at the same time
facilitation of hybrid distribution:

-

the current possibility of the supplier to prohibit its authorized
distributors from selling to unauthorized dealers within the
territory of the selective system is passed on to the authorized
distributor’s customers.

-

Exclusive distributors (and also their customers) can be restricted
from active and passive selling to unauthorized distributors in
another territory where a selective distribution system operates.
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-



Byers and their customers active in a territory of free distribution
(neither exclusive nor selective) can be restricted from active or
passive selling to unauthorized distributors located in a territory
where the supplier operates a selective distribution system.

It is explicitly stated that selective distributors cannot actively sell within
an exclusive territory.

Exclusive Distribution system


The supplier allocates a territory or customer group exclusively to one
exclusive distributor who is protected from competing active sales into
the exclusive territory or to the exclusive customer group by the
supplier or by other distributors.



A supplier can now appoint up to a maximum of five distributors in a
particular territory or for a particular customer group (shared
exclusivity).



The obligation of an exclusive distributor not to actively or passively sell
into a territory of selective distribution is now established and is also
passed on to the exclusive distributor’s customers.



While hybrid distribution (combination of selective and exclusive system)
is facilitated, it is still not possible to combine selective and exclusive
distribution in the same territory!
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